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“Kill it?!” 

 

Abbas was stunned when he heard charlie’s words. 

 

He thought that charlie had misunderstood the situation on both sides, so he said, “Mr. Wade… We 

don’t have any weapons that can sink such a yacht…” 

 

After speaking, he explained seriously: “With our current firepower, even if the distance is shortened to 

500 meters, the bullet hits the opponent’s ship, it is almost like scratching the itch.” 

 

charlie smiled lightly and said, “You don’t have it, I have it.” 

 

Before the auction, charlie refined several amulets. 

 

It was also that time, under the blessing of Peiyuandan’s powerful spiritual energy, charlie refined a new 

magic weapon for himself. 

 

A magic weapon stronger than the Thunder Command, the Soul Piercing Blade. 

 

This kind of magic weapon, the thunderbolt, caused too much movement, but the killing power on the 

target was not so strong. 

But the Soul Piercing Blade is different. 

 

The Soul Piercing Blade does not need to cause astronomical changes, and it is almost invisible visually. 



 

Not only that, the power of the Soul Piercing Blade is also much greater than that of the Thunder 

Command. 

 

charlie tried it in the back mountain of the Champs-Elysée Hot Spring Hotel that day. With just one layer 

of soul-piercing blades, he could chop down four big trees, ten layers of soul-piercing blades, and even 

boulders could be turned into powder. 

 

Therefore, charlie can conclude that as long as the distance is a little closer, the ten-layer soul-piercing 

blade will definitely be able to penetrate the yacht! 

 

As long as the yacht can be left behind, none of the people on the boat will be able to escape! 

 

Although Abbas didn’t know what weapon charlie had that could sink a yacht, since charlie said so, he 

didn’t doubt it, so he immediately said: “Mr. Prepare!” 

 

After that, he turned to look at the driver of the boat and instructed: “Idle towards the target!” 

 

The driver nodded, carefully maneuvered the freighter, and approached the other side at a very slow 

speed. 

 

charlie walked out of the cockpit at this time, stepped to the bow, and stared at the yacht in the 

distance. 

 

Soon, charlie saw a white quad-rotor drone slowly rising up on the yacht. 

 

This kind of civilian drone can be flexibly controlled by a seven-year-old child, and the image 

transmission is as stable as a dog within a few kilometers. When Hamid was in Syria, he relied on this 

kind of civilian drone to let the Wanlong Palace, which underestimates the enemy, eat it. Big loss. 



 

Seeing the drone flying towards the freighter, charlie thought to himself, the flying speed of this thing is 

very fast, it is easy to fly at a speed of tens of kilometers per hour, and two kilometers only takes two or 

three minutes. 

 

But my own freighter is slowly creeping towards the other side, and it is estimated that it can drive three 

or four hundred meters in two or three minutes. 

 

Therefore, he must not let the drone approach, otherwise once the other party finds the problem and 

runs away at full speed, he will not be able to catch up. 

 

So, he held the soul-piercing blade in his hand, his eyes fixed on the drone that was approaching fast in 

the air, his spiritual energy moved slightly, and he immediately shot a soul-piercing blade at the drone. 

 

charlie’s soul-piercing blade was superimposed with ten layers of flying blade talismans during refining, 

and this soul-piercing blade only used one layer. 

 

An almost silent and invisible energy quickly flew towards the drone. 

 

At this time, Abbas’s ears moved slightly. Although this soul-piercing blade was almost silent, Abbas was 

an eight-star warrior in his peak state after all. His super perception made him clearly aware of the 

power of this power. exist. 

 

He was instantly horrified. 

 

Because he didn’t expect that charlie would be able to release the energy in his body from the air, which 

is almost impossible for martial arts practitioners. 


